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The Association of Colleges of Sisters of St. Joseph (ACSSJ) offers 
the “Leading in the Footsteps of our Founders” webinar series as 

an opportunity for students on our campuses to explore 
leadership by promoting an awareness to the needs of the “dear 
neighbor” and working for the common good, all in the spirit of 

our founders, the Sisters of St. Joseph. The series brings together 
a diverse group of people throughout our campuses and offers 
different perspectives and insights in living as engaged ethical 

leaders in an interconnected world.

This program is funded through a generous grant from 
the C. Charles Jackson Foundation.

Visit us at www.ACSSJ.org to learn more about opportunities and 
programs across our campuses and connect with us on Facebook!



The Maxims of the Little Institute were written by Jesuit priest, Father Jean-Pierre Medaille. 
These maxims contain values and virtues that are foundational to a way of life that combines 

contemplative living and service to the dear neighbor. Read and reflect on the following 
maxims and think about ways you can integrate these maxims into your everyday life.

live your why
Take a few moments to reflect on aspects of our conversation that deeply resonated and 

challenged your notions of leadership.

What does it mean to be a leader in today’s world inspired by the spirit of the Sisters of St. Joseph?

What have I come to see about my “Why” for my own life?

How will I live out my “Why” through everyday actions?

How can I use my gifts and talents to serve the dear neighbor?

contemplate and integrAte!
The Maxims of the Little Institute were written by Jesuit priest, Father Jean-Pierre Medaille. 

These maxims contain values and virtues that are foundational to a way of life that combines 
contemplative living and service to the dear neighbor. Read and reflect on the following 

maxims and think about ways you can integrate these maxims into your everyday life.

“wait for it... Listen for what you are 
being called to. THen Just do it!” 

-  M A X I M  1 5

“be of service to the world! the best service is 
one that shares your gifts and gives you life!” 

-  M A X I M  3 9


